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highLightS
1. Querying Structurally complex Data

 grfs 210510 & 210409 (Pi: dr choi Byron)
 to extend the capabilities of database technologies to 

handle structurally complex data
 to address major components of dBMS with efficient 

sub-optimal solutions, where the optima are often be-
yond reach

reSearch grantS & outPut in recent 5 yearS
 6 grf grants funded in the capacity of Pi, with a total amount over hk$3M. 
 More than 20 papers published in top journals and conferences in information systems and databases, including acM SigMod, acM todS, vLdBJ, ieee tkde, ieee 

tPdS and ieee icde.

SeLected recent PuBLicationS

2. Data management on novel Storage meDia

 grfs 211510  & 210808 (Pi: dr xu Jianliang)
 novel non-volatile storage media (e.g., flash memory, 

phase change memory) is emerging as a competitive al-
ternative to magnetic hard disks

 unique i/o features of flash disks: 
 - no mechanical part => fast random access
 - erase-before-write constraint => out-of-place update
 - asymmetric read/write performance

example: Pattern matching in large complex graphs

 Shadow Paging with new flag-based commit protocols 
outperforms write-ahead Logging

re-examination of database components for flash i/o features

an impression of complex data: xMark graph (Partial) – a benckmark for xML

Schematics of our estimator
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